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Abstract: A Mobile Ad Hoc Network adapts a distributed communication approach relying on cooperative
interaction among nodes at each layer of the protocol stack.  Confidence  on  member’s  cooperation  makes
the ad hoc network very sensitive to node behavior. Specifically, for functions such as routing, nodes which
are limited in their resources may be unwilling to cooperate in forwarding data and control packets for other
nodes. Such selfish behavior leads to degradation  in  network’s  performance  badly.  Hence,  it  is  important
to devise solutions in order to encourage the resource constrained nodes to cooperate in other member’s
process. In this paper, a novel method is proposed to stimulate nodes for cooperating regarding complexity and
performance issues.
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INTRODUCTION malicious behaviors the wireless network would not work

During the last decade, there has been a dramatic For solving this selfish behavior problem, nodes are
growth in the deployment of MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc given some incentive for data forwarding. Selfish nodes
Networks). Each node in MANETs works as both a router are rational agents since they make decisions consistently
and an end system. Due to the limited transmission range to maximize their payoff. By repayment for their cost and
of wireless network interfaces, multiple nodes may be some extra money, nodes will be willing to forward data
needed for one node to exchange data with another one. and participate in routing.
Routing is a key issue in wireless networks and it has In the last few years, the problem of nodes
been the topic of extensive research in the last few years. cooperation in the wireless networks  has  been an
Most of the routing protocols assume that all the nodes intense research area [6], [10], [11], [12], [35]. Buchegger
that make up the wireless network are cooperative; and Le-Boudec proposed CONFIDANT protocol to
especially they are willing to act as intermediate nodes in isolate and detect misbehavior and selfish nodes [13], [14]
a routing path by forwarding data for other nodes in the using observation and neighbors report regarding several
network such as in AODV [1] and DSR [2]. types of attacks. CONFIDANT monitors node’s behavior,

Obviously, it is not reasonable to assume that all reports warning messages to neighbors and estimate
nodes cooperate in data forwarding and routing process nodes reputation. Michiardi and Molva proposed an
in a general wireless setting because participate in these algorithm called CORE to evaluate and validate
processes may exhaust the battery of a node while reputations [15]. CORE uses a combination of three
cooperative node is neither the source nor the destination reputations: subjective, indirect and functional reputation
of the data. Due to having limited resources, a node may for measuring a node’s contribution to the wireless
not be spending its resources to forward data for other network.
nodes. Several proposals in literature assume such nodes Marti et al. presented watchdog and path rater for
as malicious nodes and conclude that they may destroy mitigating routing misbehavior and selfish nodes in ad
the network performance and damage other nodes as in hoc networks [16]. Watchdog is applied in order to
Ariadne [3] and SAR [4, 32]. Malicious nodes falsify recognize selfish and malicious nodes; on the other hand,
packets of other nodes. Hence, with these selfish and path rate is used to select the routes at which such

properly [5, 43].
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malicious nodes are not included. Miranda and Rodriguez Another method called as TEAM [12] suggested by
presented an approach where nodes are permitted to Cai and Pooch. It is a truthful method however the
explicitly announce that they do not forward messages for payment to the intermediate nodes may not cover their
some nodes [18]. cost, hence nodes may have no incentive to forward

Wang et al. in [19] presented a distributed algorithm packets. Also, the sender saves nothing and receives
aiming at providing fairness to nodes at which location worse service due to more hops used. Eidenbenz et al.
privilege and the counting retransmission problems are presented  a   VCG    protocol    named    COMMIT  [25].
solved entirely. It allows a source to set a reserve price  for  its  data

Authors in [20] suggest  using  the  concept of transmission to a destination. COMMIT incurs an
virtual money as credit to motivate nodes cooperation. overhead of O(n2 £ log n) using underlying topology
The procedure is a follows: a node achieves some credit control protocols. This  method  proposes  that  each
by providing its routing packets to others and also it has node incurs the same cost to send packets to different
to pay other nodes to get services from them. Also, to neighbor nodes.
protect the credit values from attacks and modification Several  secure   on-demand   routing   protocols,
some security modules independent of nodes are used. such as ARAN [26], SAODV [27], SRP [28], Ariadne [3],
Ben Salem et al. presented a rewarding and charging SDSR [29] and SORI [8], have been proposed for mobile
scenario in wireless networks using base stations, the ad hoc networks in the literature. ARAN and SAODV are
scenario takes advantage from a combination of based on AODV, while SRP, Ariadne, endairA and SDSR
symmetric cryptography with credit [21]. Thus, it can are based on DSR. In ARAN  protocol,  source  node
avoid some attacks and refusal to pay and dishonest signs  the  request   packets   before  broadcasting  it.
rewards. Fratkin et al. proposed a method that uses a Each node in the path verifies the signature of the
trusted banker node to assure the payment solidification previous node. Then, it replaces the signature of the
[20]. Also, it assures integrity for virtual money scenario. previous node with its signature and rebroadcasts the
Crowcroft et al. presented a pricing model at which new packet. The destination node verifies the signatures
node’s cost changes according to power usage and of its previous node and the source node. The security
bandwidth  [22].  Authors  in [11] proposed a Sprite mechanisms used for reply packets are similar. SAODV
system  to stimulate nodes cooperation. Using this uses two security mechanisms.  First,  digital  signatures
method each node originates a receipt that is digest of to authenticate the  non  mutable  fields  of  request
received and forwarded packets to a central service called packet and request reply packet. Second, it uses hash
as Credit Clearance Service (CCS). Afterwards, the CCS chains to secure the  mutable  information.  Because of
identifies the charge and credits to each node involved in the shortcoming of one way hash chain mechanism,
the forwarding phase. Anderegg and Eidenbenz presented SAODV  can not prevent a malicious node from
the ad hoc VCG routing protocol for ad hoc networks forwarding a route reply with the same hop count as in the
while  considering  selfish  nodes  in  the  network  [6]. route reply it receives. The SRP requires security
This is a truthful and cost-efficient protocol for data verification only between source and destination of a
transmissions. It uses the VCG mechanism and it has the route using MAC for route request and route reply
complexity of O(n3) control messages in order to discover packets. Because SRP does not use any authentication of
a route. the intermediate nodes in both route request and route

More Recently, Wang and Singhal proposed LOTTO reply process, it results in a light-weight protocol, but it
protocol taking the advantage of finding a least cost path makes this protocol vulnerable to attacks by malicious
for data forwarding while maintaining a lower routing nodes. Security extensions to DSR by relying on
overhead of O(n2) [5]. Zhong et al. suggested a truthful neighbors monitoring context to recognize the malicious
routing protocol which is a combination of the nodes is presented in [17].
cryptography and the VCG mechanism called as CORSAC A protocol called RMP (Route Management Protocol)
[23]. The message overhead of this protocol is identified [36] is proposed in order to eliminate the effect of
as O(½ £ E £ n), where n is the number of nodes, E is the misbehaving nodes in ad hoc networks. Also, it aims at
number of edges or links and ½ is the number of power detecting and isolating misbehaving nodes. Trust
levels. Chen and Nahrstedt presented iPass [24] at which relationships and routing decisions are based on
an auction system is introduced and nodes get forwarding experienced, observed or reported routing and forwarding
services by bidding in the intermediate nodes. behavior of other nodes. The implementation of this
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protocol is made on the network layer based on the misconceptions in the understating of selfishness and
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [2]. Authors in misbehavior are clarified in [38]. Moreover, a mathematical
[39] consider the dynamic source routing protocol for model is proposed based on the time division technique
simulation due to its common usage and flexible nature. to minimize the malicious behavior of mobile nodes by
The simulation results depict that the proposed scheme means of avoiding unnecessary elimination of
outperforms the traditional DSR protocol in all aspects. misbehaving nodes. Authors claim their approach not
Such trust enhanced dynamic source routing protocol only improves the resource sharing but also creates a
provides the ad hoc networks by some solutions for consistent trust and cooperation (CTC) environment
probable packet dropping attacks. The secure and among the mobile nodes.
objective reputation-based incentive scheme for ad-hoc Several recent efforts in literature attempt to explore
networks (SORI) [8] focuses on the packet forwarding the use  of  game  theoretic  to  model  the  behavior  of
function. SORI scheme involves three main components: the packet forwarding strategies [41], [42]. Research
Neighbor Monitoring, Reputation Propagation and available in [40] analysis the node cooperation problems
Punishment. Every node monitors the behavior of its in a two step approach. Firstly, a game theoretic analysis
neighbors and maintains a local record based on this is provided to stimulate node to cooperate. Secondly, a
observation. Using reputation propagation component, price-demand function based incentive model is proposed
local and global reputation information is combined and to optimize the nodes' service demand, service provision
non-cooperative nodes will be punished by punishment and encourage the relay nodes to be honest.
component. Moreover, authors in [30] use a modification To sum up, many contributions to prevent
of SORI for detection of malicious nodes. misbehavior have been proposed so far such as payment

Recently, Buckerche and Ren [32] proposed a schemes for network services, secure routing protocols,
distributed   reputation   evaluation   prototype  called intrusion detection, economic incentives and distributed
GRE (Generalized Reputation Evaluation) to effectively reputation systems to detect and isolate misbehaved
prevent malicious nodes from entering the trusted nodes. The proposed approaches so far alleviate some of
community. However, no specific attack model was the problems but do not avoid them entirely. In this paper,
addressed. In addition, transitively, asymmetry and a novel method is proposed to persuade member nodes to
subjectivity characteristics of trust concept were not cooperate in network’s activities by presenting two
specifically explained in building of their trust model. different level services. All members could use a minimum

Yonfang [34] suggests two different approaches to level of service as a common user. Members intend to
evaluate trust: policy-based trust management and achieve a high level of services have to participate in
reputation-based trust management. Policy-based network’s activities. The previous methods force all
approach is based on strong and objective security member nodes to participate even if they reach to critical
schemes such as logical rules and verifiable properties level of their power level. In this paper, typical level of
encoded in signed credentials for access control of users services is presented to all member users while superior
to resources. Such a policy-based trust management level is presented according to level of well-behaving of
approach usually makes binary decision according to members. The remainder of the paper is as follows: in the
which the requester is trusted or not and accordingly the section 2, the proposed method is described in detail; the
access request is allowed or not. Due to the binary nature proposed method is evaluated in the Section3; the paper
of trust evaluation, policy-based trust management has is ended with a conclusion and future work in the
less flexibility. On the other hand, reputation-based trust Section4.
management utilizes numerical and computational
mechanism to evaluate trust. Typically, trust is calculated The Proposed Method:  In this paper, we propose a novel
by collecting, aggregating and disseminating reputation method to stimulate nodes to cooperate in network
among the entities. TGF (Truthful Geographic Forwarding) activities. We propose an approach at which every node
[37]  is  a truthful  geographic  forwarding  algorithm  for should cooperate in data forwarding and routing process
ad hoc  networks   that   consists   of    selfish   nodes. to obtain debits. Each node can send route request if it
TGF stimulates node cooperation by using  the  concept has earned enough debits. This proposed work is built
of virtual money and prevents nodes from cheating over upon DSR protocol; however it could be also assembled
their cost. It introduces three auction schemes for to other routing protocols. The routing procedure and
forwarding packets to a next hop. Some of the data   transmission   are  done  by  DSR  routing  protocol.
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In the proposed method, each specific node gets some
debits based on its activities in network. The networks’
members consider this cooperation in order to decide on
its routing or data forwarding process.

Contributions of this Research Are as Follows:

This method presents two level of servicing in the
network: lower level for all members and higher level Fig. 1: Routing process and data forwarding
for honest nodes. In case of lower level of servicing,
each node is able to send a number of data packets The existing works of literature in this area, only
up to a minimum threshold. This service is assigns debits to the nodes which are efficient in route
implemented with periodic assigning of credit to all establishment while others have consumed their
nodes. Thus, if a node tends to send more data resources in routing process too. Therefore, unsuccessful
packets, it has to achieve more credits by means of nodes have no opportunity to participate in the future
participating in network’s activities. routing processes.
In proposed method, the process of collection of As an example in Figure 1., nodes a and b are
debits is not only related  to  data  forwarding successful in route establishment from s to d. Thus, they
process but also associated with routing procedure. regain the consumed power as debits by forwarding data
The member nodes are rewarded by other nodes for packets. However, nodes 1-11 only consume power
all types of activities at which they show their well without obtaining any types of debits. They have shown
behaving. In contrast, other mechanisms get credits their reliability by consuming their power while
only for forwarding of data packets rather than participating in routing process. If this honesty is not
routing. On the other hands, in the proposed considered by the network, it may cause honest nodes to
approach, nodes are also rewarded for participating start their selfish behavior. (That the honest nodes start
in route discovery and maintenance mechanism. selfish treatments.)
In this approach, nodes get charged by other nodes Generally, in the proposed approach, all nodes which
even if the nodes charge them are neither source nor participate in routing and data forwarding process will
destination nodes. Having done so, intermediate collect credits in the network. So, they can send their
nodes get some debits from every node hearing request for a service. A node which has saved its energy
about their honesty. with discarding other node’s packets is known as a selfish

Accordingly, each node has high incitement to malicious node is a node which participates in routing
participate in network’s  activities  since  each  activity process to discard data packets. It aims at removing vital
has a rewarding. data packets in the network rather than saving of power.

Selfish nodes can be detected since they send network’s services it can refuse any servicing to the
request just for a specific service after presenting network. This node is not a selfish node and it does not
some selfishness treatment. Thus, in proposed send information about its activities essentially. If a node
approach, with the aim of reducing the overhead, participates in routing process it should cooperate in data
observations are only exchanged in request phase forwarding too; otherwise it is considered as a selfish
whereas other methods employ periodic exchange of node. When a selfish node requests a service from
control packets. In the proposed approach, all network, it informs its selfishness to member of network
member nodes initiate voting process just requester since all its activities has been saved in nodes.
sends a request packet. In route request process, each node votes to source
The proposed approach tries to persuade all nodes to of the request packet  regarding  its  prior  observation.
cooperate with assigning incentives to all types of All receiving nodes update their information table using
useful actions in network. Besides, it is tolerant to route request packet. Also, each node can decide whether
some extent to members’ selfishness and also runs it should participate in routing process and transmitting
some restricting mechanisms to convince selfish data or not according to its own table and information of
nodes before quarantining them. route  request  packet.  If  the  node  does  not  participate,

node, when it sends a request to the network. But a

Alternatively, if a node has no idea about using the
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Fig. 2: The approach of the proposed method

it informs other nodes by a negative value set in its
opinion  field.  Destination  receives several RREQ Fig. 3: State diagram of Debit gathering for each node
packets via different paths in order to makes  an  accurate
decision. It chooses a path with highest minimum debits. Figure 3. presents a state diagram and describes how
Also it’s possible to send back to source node the different types of debits are gathered. Each node is either
minimum debit and overall opinion of member about in cooperating state or showing selfishness. Therefore,
source’s activities. one node could get some debits by cooperating and lose

The Proposed Approach: Different modules of the has enough debits, it could successfully send data while
proposed approach are shown in Figure 2. To achieve our its debit is over threshold. The main goal of this research
aim in convincing selfish nodes, we propose some is to motivate all nodes to participate in network’s
modules to manage some part of the proposed approach, activities when they like to use more networks’ services.
all operating in the network layer.

A new table called debit table is introduced in the Different Type of Debits: Due to the nodes’ dependency
proposed   approach,   which   keeps   all  information on time making a certain decision regarding the
about activities of members and plays a crucial role in selfishness of a node is a non-trivial task. Concisely, one
routing  process. In fact, relation between routing node can be a selfish node for a period of time while it
protocol and other modules is provided by the debit table. could be known as an honest node for another time.
All modules are struggling to provide correct and up-to- Therefore, our method makes a temporary decision about
date data in this table. Moreover, aiming at motivating members. While participating in routing process doesn’t
nodes in our approach, it uses some parameters, most of show the main aim of a node, the next action after routing
which are updated regularly via observing of other nodes’ process clarifies its intension. Hence, we conditionally
activities. assign debit to nodes that have participated in the routing

As mentioned earlier, the proposed approach uses process. As a consequent of node’s honesty, conditional
some type of debits to persuade nodes. Therefore, debit debits may transform to real debits. Our method uses
manager is responsible to define type and value of debits three  different  kinds  of  debits  to  persuade  members
that must be added or reduced. Opinion manager uses for cooperation.
other node’s opinion s and their actions to update
network opinion about one specific node. Also, judgment Real  Debit:  Indeed,  this  debit  declares  how  much a
manager makes decision about honesty or selfishness of node has been cooperated in servicing to others, thus
the node. Its decision would affect extent of punishments other members have to cooperate in servicing to such
or rewards. node. Assume a node delivers a data packet to  another

There are three main debits in the proposed method node; if it is the destination node, then all intermediate
to determine origin of node’s actions called as real, virtual nodes will be rewarded by a. So the real debit of all
and conditional. These debits are identified regarding participating nodes listed in the route is computed as
some   conditions    are   may transform   to   each   other. following:

some by showing its selfishness. Finally, when a node
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Rd(i, j)  = Rd(i, j)  + * Cost(d) (1)n p j

In equation (1), Rd (i, j) is the previous value of realp

debit for node  by node . Rd (i, j)  is the new value of realj i n

debit for node by node . Cost (d)  is the consumed energyj i j

by node  to transmit a packet with size of d. This equationj

is used to show the consumed resources such as power
and memory. The destination node stimulates other nodes
to cooperate in delivering its data packets. It rewards
intermediate nodes more than the consumed energy by
them. We compute value of á using equation  (2)  where
Op (i, j)  is the percentage of well-behaving of the nodet j

computed by node  in time t. This function returns a valuei

between -1 and 1. In the equation (3), we present complete
formula of Real debit computed at each destination node.

 = (1 + Op(i, j) ) (2)t

Ad(i, j)  = Ad(i, j)  + (1 + Op(i, j) ) *Costd(d) (3)n p t j

Equation (3) is described as follows. A node which
behaves more honesty than the other nodes in network, use free debits instead of gathering debits by
it will be rewarded and gathers debits. If the node cooperation. Value of RD is minimum debit value to
receiving the data packets is an intermediate node, it will send n packet, which has maximum size.
reward all nodes in its route list by b. Also, value of such
reward in intermediate nodes is computed based on Rd  = n* Cost(d ) (6)
receiver’s judgment. In equation (4) and (5), the value of
real debit rewarded to an intermediate node is shown. Each single node which has just entered the network

Rd(i, d)  = Rd(i, d)  + * Cost(d) (4) to achieve more debits. We can develop rules of then p j

Rd(i, j)  = Rd(i, j)  + Op(i, j) Cost(d) (4) entire gathered real debits, it can get minimum debitn p t j

Briefly, the real debits are gathered in the data to members to enable them gather  more  real  debit in
forwarding process. These debits are distributed by both their own.
destination and intermediate nodes. Figure 4 shows the Moreover, the value of periodic real debit is used to
pseudo code describing all activities completed by the punish or reward. The judgment manager is responsible to
receiver of a data packet. Note that at the beginning time adjust n in the equation (6) at which a selfish node
of simulation because Op is zero. shouldn’t get any more debit to use even in case of

Generally, every node gathers the real debit in
following ways: Sending Data: When a node forwards data packets of

Periodic: To present general services in a network, each receivers.   In  proposed  approach,  the  main  approach
node periodically increases the real debit of all visited to obtain the real debit is through this way (forwarding
nodes with a default RD . This real debit is used for data packets).min

sending the limited number of data packets and it will be
added to the Real debit in periodic times. Value of the Form virtual Debit: When a node cooperates in the
periodic real debit is very important; if it is too small, it routing process of other nodes, it will be assigned some
may lead to failure of the common network services and if virtual debit by successive and destination node even if
it is too big it may result in  stimulating  member nodes  to it couldn’t successfully establish a route from source to

Fig. 4: Pseudo code of data packet handle

min

min max

gets an initial debit (2*RD ) in order to start cooperatingmin

periodic real debits in this way: when a node uses the

(RD ) after T seconds. We propose the free  real  debitsmin

common network services.

others, it will be rewarded by destination and successive
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destination. When an honest node accumulates enough
virtual debits, it can periodically transform its virtual debit
to obtain some real debits.

Nodes constantly are gathering real debit while
forwarding data and  control  packets  to  other  nodes.
So, they can gain more interests with cooperating instead
of saving their resources only for their own usage. In our
approach, selfish nodes are able to save their resources
by selfishness but they couldn’t use it(one selfish node
has no debit in other nodes).

Virtual Debit: This type of debit shows how a node has
cooperated in the routing process of other nodes and its
cooperation has been proved.

Based on well-behaving degree of a node in the Fig. 5: All transformations of different debits
periodic time (it could be determined by network’s
parameters), some virtual debits may transform to the real If the node is not introduced as malicious or selfish
debit. Equation (7) presents change of the virtual debit to node for a period of T seconds, some value of the
the real debit. conditional debits is transformed to the virtual debits

Rd(i, j)  = Rd(i, j)  + Op(i, j)  *Vd(i, j) / Cost(d ) (7) a node as bad-behaving, its conditional debits aren p t max

Op (i, j)  presents the i's opinion  about  j  in  time  t.t

In fact, it shows the well-behaving degree of a node. In By introducing the conditional debit, all nodes
the equation (7), well-behaving nodes will achieve more should be aware that their actions wouldn’t immediately
real debits compared to other nodes. Therefore, other transform to the virtual debits. Thus, they have to
nodes will have enough motivation to cooperate in the cooperate with the network members.
routing process. Figure 5. presents different types of alterations.

Although  a   node   only   cooperating   in  the Nodes use only real debit to send data packets. The
routing   process    may    not   achieve   any   real   debit, conditional and virtual debits have been proposed to
it  could  achieve  virtual debit from conditional debit detect aim of nodes.
when its  cooperation  is  proved.  The  conditional  debit
is  a  new  type  of  debit  used  for  suspicious  actions. Exchanging   Opinion:   Existing   methods   in   this  area
The suspicious actions are those actions doubted to use high-overhead  approaches  to  exchange their
selfishness or honesty. opinion.  Their  exchanging  mechanisms  induces

Conditional Debit: When a node participates in the problems. Moreover, it is reasonable to employ an
routing process, the collected debits from its cooperation approach which only exchanges information when they
shouldn’t be immediately changed to the virtual debits. are required. As a result, in proposed approach, each
When well-behaving actions were proved, the conditional node intends to build a new route, originates a route
debit is transformed into the virtual debit. In proposed request attached with extra fields (Figure 6). To implement
approach, nodes constantly collect  the  conditional our approach, some new fields are appended to route
debits and periodically transform to the virtual  debits. request packet to exchange opinion of different nodes in
The conditional debit is simply computed by the network.
accumulating the consumed power by other nodes in the Each source that has data to send, initiates the
routing process. The alterations are done under the routing process. This node requires using network
following conditions: services, so other nodes would judge about it based on

Delivering data packets by a node causes all the stage. Since a selfish node shouldn’t expect other nodes
conditional debits to be transformed to the virtual cooperation in its routing process, it may be known as the
debits. selfish node when it requests a service from the network.

regarding the well-behaving of node. By announcing

reset to zero.

enormous overhead to network and results in new

its previous actions. Obviously, node couldn’t skip this
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Fig. 6: Structure of a route request packet

In   our   method,   each   node   votes   to   the   source  of
the  RREQ  with  appending  its  opinion  to  request
packet. Figure 6. presents the new frame format of a
RREQ packet. It transmits a list including nodes’
addresses and opinions. Moreover, a flied  is  introduced
in  RREQ  packet   for   the   last   selfish   node  traversed
by  this  packet.  This  field  of  RREQ  packet  informs
other  nodes  selfishness  of  a node by entering the
selfish identification  in  its  selfish  node  filed.  If  there
is no selfish node, this filed is leaved as a blank field.
While routing process is started by sending a route
request  packet,  also  opinion  polls  regarding   the
sender  of  the  route  request  packet  are  started to
send.  each  node  receiving  the  route  request  packet
adds its address and opinion inside the routing packet
and  broadcasts   it.   Nodes   announce   their  objection
by appending a negative value in opinion field.
Obviously, if a node has enough real debits can use
network services. Therefore, we define new fields to
determine the minimum value of the real debits in the
discovered routes.

Each node receiving the RREQ Packets updates
routing table using equation (8) and (9). It uses RREQ’s
information to be aware of other node’s activities.

(8)

No(src)  = * No(src)  + (1 – )* Avg_Op (9)n p

In the equation (8), the average opinion is computed
using opinion of voters in RREQ packet and count is
number of voters. The equation (9) shows how the
network opinion is calculated using the available
information in RREQ packet. The initial value of NO is set
to 0. This parameter presents how other members think
about a node. In the updating process, value of a could
be computed from the number of nodes in RREQ packet.
The strong opinion is produced by high number voters.
a can be computed by using equation (10).

 =  *(hopCount/maxHop) (10)cont

a is a constant between 0 and 1. It presents theconst

percentage of importance of other nodes’ opinions about
a node. maxHop is the maximum number of hops traversed
up to now.

If a node is introduced as a selfish node in the RREQ
packet, some updates are done using equations (11), (12)
and (13). In these equations, the value of parameter Rd,
Vd and Cd could be negative. Such negative values likely
result in negative Op and No. A selfish or malicious node
is determined by negative values of Op and No.

Rd(node,selfish)  = Rd(node, selfish)n p

*(1–(Op(node,src)*Op(node,selfish)))* Cost(d ) (11)max
X

Vd(node,selfish)  = Vd(node, selfish)n p

*(1–(Op(node,src)*Op(node,selfish)))* Cost(d ) (11)max
X

Cd(node,selfish)  = 0 (13)n

(14)

A negative value of Op presents that one node
hasn’t been honest. On the other hand, the negative
values for No shows the well-behaving of a node. In the
equation (14), value of x is computed according to the
number of selfish announcements by different nodes.
When one node is introduced frequently as a selfish node
by well-behaving nodes; it results in an increase x by one
(amount of punishment is increased). To compute value
of punishment, the equation (14) sums the well-behaving
of all announcers. In this research, it is supposed that a
selfish manner node stop its selfishness and starts well-
behaving. Therefore, the punishment process ends up
with some well-behaving actions and makes the values of
Op and No as positive values. When a node is introduced
as a selfish node, it has to cooperate in routing process to
decrease intense of punishment and improves its
reputation. Thus, selfish or malicious nodes lose their
debits in all nodes if they have been introduced
frequently as selfish node by well-behaving nodes. Such
nodes cannot use even common services of the network
but they can increase their cooperation rate.

A node receiving a RREQ packet updates its Op
using the information in the RREQ packet. Then, if the
value of Op (i, j) is a negative value, it forwards the
routing packet and announces that it does not participate
in data forwarding of source. Opinion of node abouti

node  is periodically computed using the equation (15).j
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(15)

 +  +  = 1 (16) Fig. 7:  simple network for example1 2 3

The  MAX_Value   is   the   maximum  amount of
well-behaving. Indeed, the first part of the equation (15)
is the value of the consumed power by one node in
forwarding of different packets. The second part presents
other member’s opinion and the third part shows previous
value of Op. Note that equation (15) is calculated
periodically and Rd, Vd and Cd are values collected in the
previous slot. The equation (16) defines weights of
different causes in the equation (15). In proposed
approach, information is expired after a period of time.
Therefore, those nodes don’t cooperate for periods of
time lose their well-behaving parameter.

The value of the periodic Rd doesn’t effect on the
equation (15) because node doesn’t struggle to  get  it.
The equation (16) defines that sum of weights must be Fig. 8: Information in all nodes after receiving two route
one. The destination node replies back the source requests by destination
choosing  the  route including the highest minimum
debits. When the RREQ packet is received by a also they have no observation from other nodes. The Real
destination, it has received opinions of all nodes. It can debit for all nodes is initiated with 10; virtual debit,
send this cumulative opinion as a report to the source conditional debit, average opinion and network opinion
node in order to inform it regarding the others node are set to 0. It means each node certainly is able to send
opinion  about  it. Therefore, upon receiving a reply only ten data packets to destination. Source node sends
packet by source, it is informed about the path, overall a route request packet, which its opinion field initially is
opinions about its activities and also minimum debits that set to 0 because there is no information available about
it can use. behavior of members. Also we suppose it costs 0.5 to

Performance   Evaluation    of    the    Proposed   Method: each node. It’s possible that each node be whether selfish
In the proposed approach, awards are used for variety of or not selfish. When destination node receives five route
actions, which are taken by members of the network. As request packets, following information are maintained at
mentioned earlier, not only members are rewarded for each node as shown in Figure 14. ( =0.5, =0.25, =0.25,
forwarding data but also for participating in the routing =0.5, MAX_Value=10). Such values are achieved base
process. In the proposed approach, awards are not only on related formulas.
provided by source or destination nodes but also for Obviously, the maximum value of the minimum debit
every node which is aware of cooperation. Hence, it is for both route requests is 2. Therefore, both discovered
proposed to present high awards to various types of routes have the same value. Since node s is the requester
actions related to well-behaving. If a well-behaving node then it has no information.
recognizes a node as selfish, all members will fine it. We suppose destination node replies back the route
Figure 7. is used to explain different phases introduced in request received from node 3. Nodes 1 and 3 have to
proposed approach. consume more resources to carry route reply packet to the

Suppose  Figure  7.  presents  two  typical  paths  of source node. Our proposed approach, certainly consider
route request packets. Source sends a route request this well-behaving. Information maintained at each node
packet and destination receives two route request packets after  receiving  the  route  reply  packet  is  shown in
from two different paths. Firstly, all nodes have only their Figure 15. However, Figure 9. this figure only shows that
minimum debit, for example for sending 10 typical packets; information, which is changed or added.

send a control packet including RREQ, RREP and ACK for
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Fig. 9: Information at each nodes after receiving route efficiency of truthful routing in manets with selfish
reply by source nodes, Pervasive and Mobile Computing, 3: 537559.

Likewise  route  request  phase,  in   route  reply Detection of packet forwarding misbehavior in
phase,   nodes   2   and   4   aren’t   involved   for mobile ad hoc networks, in Proceedings of the
computing different values. After route discovery phase, International Conference on Wired/Wireless Internet
all nodes have needed information in their tables. To Communications (WWIC 2007), Coimbra, Portugal
describe the proposed approach, we suppose that the 8. Anderegg, L. and S. Eidenbenz, 2003. Ad hoc-vcg: A
source node uses its maximum debit to send two data truthful and cost-efficient routing protocol for mobile
packets. ad hoc networks with selfish agents, in Proceedings

Certainly, in data forwarding process, nodes s, 1, 3 of MobiCom03.
and d are engaged. Therefore, other nodes’ tables remain 9. Srinivasan,  V., P.  Nuggehalli,  F.  Chiasserini  and
unchanged. R. Rao, 2003. Cooperation in wireless ad hoc

CONCLUSION 10. Zhong, S., Y. Yang and J. Chen, 2003. Sprite: A

In  this   paper,  we  propose  an  efficient  approach ad-hoc networks, in Proceedings of Infocom’03.
to persuade ad hoc nodes for cooperating in data 11. Cai,  J.  and  U.  Pooch,  2004.  Play  alone or
forwarding  and  routing process. It is suggested that together-truthful and efficient routing in wireless ad
each node only exchanges   its   opinion  with  other hoc networks with selfish nodes, in Proceedings of
nodes while receiving a route request packet. Also, a MASS04.
new  technique   is   applied  to  prevent  any type of 12. Zouridaki, B.L. Mark, M. Hejmo and R.K. Thomas,
selfishness by nodes in the  network. Interestingly, 2006. Robust Cooperative Trust Establishment for
complexity  of  our  proposed   approach    is   negligible MANETs, Proceedings 4th ACM Workshop on
in terms of implementation, especially  in resource- Security of Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks,
constrained   sensor  and  ad  hoc  networks. The Alexandria, VA, 30: 23-34.
immediate research after this work is to evaluate the 13. Buchegger, S. and J. Le-Boudec, 2002. Nodes bearing
efficiency  of  the proposed approach experimentally grudges: Towards routing security, fairness and
using  a  network  simulator. robustness in mobile ad hoc networks, in
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